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Aims of session

• What are transferable skills? 
• The employer’s perspective 
• Self-assessment tools



What are transferable skills?

Skills developed  in 
one situation which 
can be transferred to 
another situation. 
These are necessary 
for the workplace, 
study and life in 
general.

Linking skills and abilities. 
The brain forms networks 
and links across your 
abilities which you can 
continue to build on and 
strengthen.



The Big 3 - what an employer, university etc. looks 
for and what you need if you want to set up on your 

own
1. Self-awareness - development 
•Leadership – responsibility, accountability, setting boundaries 
•Integrity – authentic self (strengths and weaknesses) 
2. Willingness to learn - hard skills 
•Competence – be good at what you do 
•Organising – plan, set priorities, multi-task 
•Curiosity – ask questions (research, knowledge & continuous learning) 
•Problem solving (numeracy, literacy and critical thinking) 
•Professional presence – time keeping, attitude 
3. Communication skills - emotional intelligence 
•Team working - collaboration 
•Awareness of others – building networks 
•Adaptability in a change environment 
•Resilience - adaptive, responsive, agile 

A core concern of any employer is time -  
the skills above take time to develop and employers tend to 
expect employees to show initiative in developing them on  
their own and demonstrating how they can apply them to the 
Workplace.



Self-awareness & developing confidence using 
the SWOT tool (example below) 

Strengths
What do I do better than others?
What achievements am I proud of?
What do others see as my strengths?
What do I like doing?

Weaknesses
What do I avoid doing?
Do I have a good support network?
Am I able to work on my own and with 
others?

Opportunities
Are there resources I can use?
Are there people I can ask for advice?
Can I use social media to improve my 
skills?
Is there a mentor who I can ask for 
advice?

Threats
What obstacles are there?
Do I know about the competition?
Have I allocated enough time?



Prompts for thinking about your transferable skills as 
you learn and develop 
• There are lots of different tools you can use to identify your 

transferable skills: working through lists, telling a friend about how 
you completed a project and asking them to identify the skills you 
used, writing stories and imagining different settings in which you 
can use your skills. There are lots of books and guidance out there 
on thinking about, identifying and transferring your skills into different 
areas of work and in your life. 

• At first it may seem daunting using different tools, but once you get 
into the habit of using them, it will become second nature and help 
you develop and see opportunities you may not have considered. 

• Looking at your transferable skills can also help you develop self-
awareness which will give you some idea of what you do and don’t 
like doing.



Emotional intelligence - the basics 
In the majority of workplaces and also in organisations such as universities at 
least 60% of disputes are because of people not getting along with each other. 
A simple way to develop core skills to communicate across different groups of 

people (e.g. in terms of age, abilities, ethnicity, gender) is to explore what 
diversity, equality and inclusion means. This helps you develop your leadership 
and team working skills and helps you to communicate and build networks with 

people from different walks of life.



Reflection and planning

1.Visualise how you can use your current 
skills in other settings 

2.Visualise progress in building skills 
3.Wellbeing & balance helps the brain 

perform well. 
4.Ask for feedback on performance and 

behaviour from people you trust 
5.Honesty and your values - what makes 

you come alive, what do you like to do



Types of transferable skills you can gain doing 
different things

• Volunteering (skills developed: listening skills, writing and numeracy, team working, 
confidence building, leadership development, emotional intelligence, learning about 
workplace structure, multi-tasking, getting creative with few resources, finding out if it is 
something you would like to do, familiarising yourself with different types of work, 
showing prospective universities or employers that you are committed) 

• Paid apprenticeships (skills developed: workplace structure, qualification gained, 
structured learning, meeting people doing different jobs, thinking strategically about how 
an organisation works, leadership skills, communication skills, numeracy and literacy) 

• Gap year (skills developed: learning who you are, exploring the environment, trying 
different things, learning new skills, ‘blue sky thinking’, building networks across different 
areas, building confidence, meeting different people)



5 things I find useful
1. Read, research, practice,  know your 

environment. 
2. Use tools to track your skills; know your 

strengths and weaknesses. 
3. Stay motivated by having a diary/list of 

small wins and progress. It is helpful to 
look back to where you began and can 
give you confidence. 

4. Get inspired – do things that you do not 
normally do. It challenges you, reduces 
fear of the unknown and builds new 
skills. 

5. A safe environment. Be kind to yourself, 
look after your needs, we all make 
mistakes - that’s how we learn.



Take the leap - interesting resources

Explore subjects for free http://www.open.edu/openlearn/free-courses/full-catalogue 
Learn from others/get a different perspective https://www.ted.com 
Career snapshots for women https://www.careergirls.org 
BAME creative careers https://creativeaccess.org.uk 

Remember: others who 
have gone before you are 
willing to help. Ask!
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